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ABSTRACT 

The significance of simulation modeling at multiple levels, 
scales, and perspectives is well recognized. However, ex-
isting proposals for developing such models are often ap-
plication specific. The position advocated in this paper is 
that generic design principles for specifying and realizing 
multiresolution, multistage models are still lacking. Re-
quirements for simulation environments that facilitate mul-
tiresolution multistage model specification are introduced. 
A multimodel specification formalism based on graph of 
models is suggested along with design precepts to enable 
flexible dynamic model updating.  The notion of mul-
tisimulation is introduced to enable exploratory simulation 
using various types of multimodels.    

1 INTRODUCTION

Multilevel and multistage modeling is highly interdiscipli-
nary, with progress occurring independently across fields 
(Davis 2000; Takahashi et al. 2002). Yet, disparate efforts 
involving the design and development of various types of 
multimodels result in incoherent solutions that lack a 
common unifying framework. This proposal is partially 
based on the rationale depicted with a taxonomy (Yilmaz 
and Ören 2004) of discrete-event based multimodel meth-
odology that is equally applicable for continuous and dis-
continuous-change models expressed in ordinary differen-
tial equations and hence explores the viability of 
realization of a unified multimodel formalism. The premise 
is that, by developing a generalized multimodel formalism 
that can be configured with alternative strategies one can 
instantiate various types of multimodels within the same 
model development framework. Such a strategy is in sharp 
contrast with the current trend in developing formalisms 
for different modeling needs, where distinct solutions for 
multiple representations of scale, resolution, and staging 
are defined. More importantly, the availability of ensemble 
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of models encapsulated within a multimodel will facilitate 
exploratory experimentation with computational models, 
the lack of which is a significant limitation in supporting 
discovery-based science. The following characteristics of 
simulations exacerbate the design challenges for modeling 
and simulating entities at multiple levels of resolution. 

For most realistic problems, the nature of the 
problem changes as the simulation unfolds. Initial 
parameters, as well as models can be irrelevant 
under emergent conditions. Relevant models need 
to be identified and instantiated to continue explo-
ration. Manual exploration is not cost effective 
and realistic within a large problem state space 
(Yilmaz and Tolk 2006). 
Our knowledge about the problem being studied 
may not be captured by any single model or ex-
periment (Bankes 1999). Instead, the available 
knowledge is viewed as being contained in the 
collection of all possible modeling experiments 
that are plausible given what is known and what is 
learned.
Dealing with uncertainty is paramount to analyz-
ing complex evolving phenomena (Davis 1988). 
Adaptivity in simulations and scenarios is neces-
sary to deal with emergent conditions for evolving 
systems in a flexible manner.
As simulations of complex phenomena are more 
and more used to aid intuition, dynamic run-time 
simulation composition with exploratory simula-
tion will help identify (re)solution strategies that 
are flexible, adaptive, and robust (Yilmaz and 
Tolk 2006). 
In symbiotic simulation (Fujimoto et al. 2002) as 
well the problems advocated by the NSF DDDAS 
program, information about the actual perform-
ance and accuracy characteristics of the system 
are acquired during actual simulation rather than 
before. Run-time model and simulation updating 
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can be used to advance the symbiotic online simu-
lation field, where models, as well as parameter 
spaces may evolve. 
In a recent IEEE Spectrum article (Guizzo 2004) 
on UrbanSim, urban planners look decades ahead, 
experts conclude as follows: “…. ideally, stake-
holders should be able to see computer-generated 
streetscape animations of different scenarios—
what it would be like to walk in the neighborhood 
or commute to work, for example. It would be 
easier then for people to visualize the effects of 
alternative development policies and projects….”

 As a result, multifaceted, multiparadigm (Zeigler and 
Ören 1986; Fishwick and Zeigler 1992), multiresolution 
modeling (Davis 2000) and cross resolution consistency 
management in multiresolution simulations (Reynolds et 
al. 1997) are explored to layout observations and the con-
ceptual foundations to better understand the challenges in 
developing advanced simulation modeling infrastructures 
that can deal with uncertainty and multilevel phenomena. 
However, there are a number of limitations of existing pro-
posals: 

1. The lack of fundamental requirements and design 
principles results in application specific realiza-
tion of such models; 

2. The lack of a unified and coherent framework that 
enables development of various types of multi-
models results in inconsistent and ad hoc devel-
opment; 

3. The lack of dynamic model and simulation updat-
ing and branching limits the potential of run-time 
exploration using simulation.  

The purpose of this paper is to (1) reiterate the rationale for 
using novel simulation modeling such as multimodels, and 
multiresolution modeling, (2) present a comprehensive 
taxonomy of multimodels, and (3) layout fundamental re-
quirements in developing simulation modeling infrastruc-
tures that enable multimodel design.  A graph-based mul-
timodel specification formalism is presented along with its 
basic syntax and semantics to facilitate developing simula-
tors for such multimodels. 
 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In sec-
tion 2 we overview existing work on multimodels, with 
special emphasis on limitations in dealing with the type of 
problems advocated in this section. Section 3 presents a 
comprehensive taxonomy of multimodels. Note however, 
this paper focuses on designing MultiResolution Multi-
Stage Multimodels (MRMSM) and the use multisimulation 
to generate their behavior. In section 4 we elaborate on re-
quirements for MRMSM. A model specification formalism 
is advocated in section to improve dynamic model and 
simulation updating, which is a critical and essential issue 
in MRMSM design. Section 6 elaborates on a selected sub-
set of MRMSMs to suggest how models need to be de-
signed to satisfy the requirements set forth in section 4. 
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Section 7 introduces the multisimulation concept. Finally, 
section 8 concludes by summarizing the contribution of the 
paper. 

2 BACKGROUND 

Several projects have explored the issues involved in the 
construction of multiresolution models. Multiresolution 
modeling (MRM), originally proposed by Davis and Bige-
low (2002) was concerned with resolving the representa-
tional and conceptual differences among models that are 
joined to satisfy a common objective. Davis (2000) builds 
his exploratory analysis methodology on MRM, which in-
volves building a single model, a family of models, or both 
to describe the same phenomena at different levels of reso-
lution (Davis and Bigelow 2002).  One of the limitations of 
this approach as it pertains to type of problems depicted 
above is that models are statically defined at the design 
time. The level of granularity at which resolution levels are 
defined in the methodology is in terms of functions and 
their parameters. Updating the functional decomposition 
model at run-time by adding new branches or extending 
the depth of the tree is not part of the methodology. Fur-
thermore, if there are multiple models that can be coupled 
to inputs of an aggregate model to obtain a high-resolution 
model, different models can be defined only through de-
sign time coupling. The analyst then selects a particular 
high-resolution model to experiment. While it is possible 
to instantiate each one of the models to perform multiple 
simulation experiments, one has to foresee in advance what 
high-resolution models are plausible during the design 
time. Extensibility and adaptivity is not engineered into the 
simulation. Hence, simultaneous exploration with multiple 
models based on run-time decisions is not considered.  
 Multi-resolution simulation entities need to be capable 
of simultaneously operating at different levels, while main-
taining consistency at each level of abstraction. Challenges 
involved in assuring consistency across levels of resolu-
tions are explored in (Reynolds et al. 1997). It has been ar-
gued that designing cross-resolution models requires prin-
cipled design strategies that take potential discrepancies 
into account (Reynolds et al. 1997; Davis 2000). While the 
observations presented in (Reynolds et al. 1997) are gener-
ally applicable, the presented design strategy is overly 
simplistic. The design involves a Multi-resolution Entity 
(MRE) that encapsulates a specific number of entities, each 
with its own state information. Dynamically updating enti-
ties in a given resolution level is not addressed in the MRE 
design scheme. However, exploring Course of Actions 
(COAs) with different models require seamless update of 
individual components at selected resolution levels. Exten-
sion of the levels of resolution of an MRE is also not ad-
dressed. The tight coupling between the resolution levels 
makes extensibility difficult within the MRE design 
scheme. The notion of using a consistency enforcer for  
4
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Based on Additional Criteria Type of multimodel (MM) 

(Synonyms are represented within 
parentheses) 

Only one Single aspect MM  
(Sequential MM) 

Number of submodels active at a given 
time 

2 or more Multiaspect MM 
Structure      

of Variability Static   Static-structure MM 
submodels of structure    

(variability 
Dynamic Extensible Extensible MM 

 of number of 
submodels) 

(Dynamic-
structure MM)

Number of 
submodels 

Depends on 
model’s stage 

Multistage MM 

  (Variable-
structure MM)

Alterations of 
submodels No Non-mutational MM 

    Yes Mutational MM 
     Evolutionary MM 
    

Nature of 
knowledge 

Constraint-driven Constraint-driven MM 
(Adaptive MM) 

Behavior 
(activation) 
of  
submodels 

to activate 
submodels 

Pattern-
directed
(Pattern-
directed MM) 
(Metamorphic 
MM) 

Sub-
model selec-
tion is cyclic 

No Acyclic MM 

    Yes Cyclic MM 
   

Goal-directed Goal-directed MM 
(Exploratory MM) 

    
Location of 
knowledge  

Within the MM  
(Internal activation of submodels) 

Active MM 
(Internally activated MM) 

 to activate 
submodels Outside the MM 

(External activation of submodels) 
Passive MM 
(Externally activated MM) 

    

Table 1: Taxonomy of Multimodels (Yilmaz and Oren 2004) 
consistency management across resolution levels is a use-
ful attribute of the MRE design strategy.  

3 MULTIMODELS

Many real-world phenomena can not be modeled by one 
single model; rather, they require the use of a set of com-
plementary models that together are able to describe the  
8

whole process (Ören 1987, 1991; Zeigler et al. 2000; Yil-
maz and Oren 2004). Basic definitions and brief explana-
tions of the envisioned multimodel types shown in Table 1 
follow: 
 A multimodel is a modular model that subsumes mul-
tiple submodels that together constitute the behavior of a 
complex multi-phased process. A multimodel encapsulates 
several aspects of reality (i.e., submodels) in one model. In 
single aspect models only one aspect of reality can exist at 
a given time (to be represented by an appropriate sub-
25
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model) and transitions can occur from one submodel to an-
other one under monitored conditions. As shown in Table 
1, there are various design decisions in multimodel design: 
Based on the completeness of submodels, there are two 
cases: One can know all (2 or more of) the submodels at 
the beginning i.e., at modeling stage. Yet, there can be 
emergent conditions where the need for additional sub-
model(s). Based on the number of active submodels, one 
needs to consider two cases:  (1) Only one submodel is ac-
tive at a given time or (2) two or more submodels are ac-
tive at a given time. Simultaneous existence of two or more 
model components would facilitate simulation of multiple 
aspects of the phenomena under study. Multiresolution 
models are considered in this paper as a specific case of 
multiaspect multimodels. Multistage multimodels are 
viewed as dynamic structure models, in which the number 
of submodels depends on the stage of the problem. 

Based on the location of information necessary for the 
activation of submodels there are two cases: the necessary 
information can be (1) within the submodels or (2) it can 
be external to submodels. The transitions between sub-
models can be goal-directed (goal directing the submodel 
transition rule and goal-directed submodel transition 
mechanism should be specified) or pattern-directed. Nature 
of information necessary for the activation of submodel(s) 
entails the selection conditions of a submodel, where there 
are also two cases: (1) we know the laws of affecting 
model transition. Pattern-directed activation entails a 
meta-pattern to guide (1) selection of known submodels 
and (2) request of new submodels corresponding to an in-
terruption of the simulation gaming using the recom-
mender. 

4 REQUIREMENTS FOR MRMSM DESIGN 

MRMSM encapsulates a set of components/submodels that 
represent a system or phenomena at different levels of ab-
straction possibly at multiple phases. Since such an entity 
can simultaneously operate at multiple levels of resolution, 
a number of submodels can be active at a time. Shifts in 
the phase of a problem trigger model updating by changing 
the active set of entities. For the sake of simplicity we as-
sume that the number of entities needed in a MRMS model 
is known in advance.  

Requirement 1- An MRMSM should be decoupled from the 
knowledge regarding how its submodels are composed, 
created, and represented.  

This requirement is critical to facilitate that the MRMSM 
can be configured with one of multiple families of sub-
models representing an entity at different levels of resolu-
tion for a specific stage of the problem. Furthermore, this 
requirement imposes the constraint that a family of sub-
models is designed to work together, and that the MRMSM 
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should be independent of how these submodel families are 
created and composed. This requirement enables isolating 
implementation of submodels from the MRMSM. 

Requirement 2 - The effects of concurrent interactions at 
multiple levels of resolution must be combined consistently 
(Reynolds et al. 1997). 

MRMSMs constitute multiple submodels that co-exist dur-
ing simulation. That is, for instance, a low-resolution and 
high-resolution entity within the model may simultane-
ously interact with other external entities at corresponding 
levels of resolution. Consistency problems between differ-
ent resolution levels might emerge if shared resources are 
not used mutually exclusively. Concurrent access to such 
resources needs to be controlled and coordinated.  

Requirement 3 – The state of entities at different levels of 
resolution within a MRMSM should be consistent.  

In an MRMSM the state of the aggregated low-resolution 
entities should be updated as the state of the corresponding 
high-resolution entities change. This requires definition of 
multiple one-to-many dependencies between entities so 
that when one object changes state, its dependents are noti-
fied and updated automatically.  

Requirement 4 – In an MRMSM the entities should be al-
lowed to alter their behavior when their internal states are 
changed.     

MRMSM behavior depends on the state and/or stage of the 
problem, and it must change its behavior at run-time de-
pending on that state/problem phase. Therefore, an 
MRMSM should enable localization of state-specific be-
havior and partition behavior for different stages. MRMSM 
should enable the definition of family of related protocols, 
encapsulate each one, and make them interchangeable to 
facilitate varying the protocols independently of the enti-
ties that are configured with them.  

Requirement 5: The constraints regarding when and under 
what conditions (1) the consistency of the elements of fami-
lies of submodels in a  multiresolution model be enforced 
and (2) a shift in the stage of the problem be triggered 
must be independent of the MRMSM. 

Corresponding to the time path of the change of a problem 
should be a time path of the appropriate submodel families. 
But, the question is what should be the sequence of this 
shift pattern of models of family of? Or should there be 
trigger mechanisms indicating when a shift should occur? 
This requirement suggests that the constraints be separated 
from the MRMS model and not be intertwined with the en-
6
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tities to facilitate reuse of the submodel families in a dif-
ferent context with different constraints  

Requirement 6 - At the time of the model update, the new 
set of low-resolution and high-resolution entities and their 
dependent components must be dynamically loaded and 
linked into the run-time environment of the simulation. 

This requires new model and simulator decoupling strate-
gies that avoid persistent connections to facilitate extensi-
bility. Also, the intricate details of complex model instan-
tiation process should be as independent of the MRMSM 
as possible to enable flexible update.

Requirement 7 - The consistency of entities undergoing 
(re)placement needs to be preserved.

The event scheduling and simulation protocol need to be 
restricted or regulated to facilitate interleaving of entity re-
placement activities with the simulation events.  

Requirement 8 - The state of an MRMSM must be con-
structed, or at least continue from a specific state after an 
update operation. 

This requires externalization through abstraction, state sav-
ing, transmission, and reconstruction after the update op-
eration.

Requirement 9 – An MRMSM should have a mechanism for 
changing the structure and behavior of the model dynami-
cally. In other words, an MRMS model should support its 
modification a priori.

This requirement suggests that MRMSMs need to provide 
facilities that establish a self-representation of the model, 
offer means by which this representation can be updated, 
and assure that the manipulations to the self-representation 
influence the behavior of the model. 

Requirement 10 – An MRMSM should provide flexibility in 
terms of defining behavioral resolution to facilitate analy-
sis that are independent of an implementation and pro-
gramming language specific constructs.  

Component-based (Zeigler et al. 2000 – System Entity 
Structure), function-based (Davis 2000), and attribute-
based (Reynolds et al. 1997) approaches to resolution re-
finement are course-grain approaches. However, flexible 
what-if analysis requires analysts to select the behavioral 
resolution at arbitrary levels of granularity without relying 
on implementation specific constructs. That is, a high-level 
behavioral formalism that enables fine-grain stepwise re-
finement is needed to specify the behavior of an entity at 
multiple levels of resolution. This facilitates fine-tuned 
82
control of a simulation at run-time at different levels of 
resolution. By having capabilities to control the scope of 
update, analysts can perform what-if analyses at arbitrary 
levels. 

5 MULTIMODEL SPECIFICATION 

While there exist efforts in conceptualizing multiresolution 
modeling to characterize system behavior at different lev-
els of aggregation and abstraction, a unified and uniform 
model specification formalism that expedites the realiza-
tion of the above requirements is missing. The question is 
what particular model design specification approach is 
conducive to handling the above requirements. For in-
stance, most of the requirements above need facilities to 
explicitly specify the (1) transition conditions between 
model families, (2) cross resolution consistency manage-
ment, and (3) actions needed for dynamic model replace-
ment and seamless configuration update. 

Figure 1: Multimodel Structure 

Figure 1 depicts the structure of a multimodel S, which has 
submodels A and D. At first glance, the diagram can be in-
terpreted as a statechart. However, in our context each 
node designates a submodel or model component, whereas 
arcs denote transitions between models. Each transition in-
dicates the event that trigger the activation of a target node, 
the conditions under which it is activated, and the actions 
taken to complete the change in the configuration. Sub-
model A, in Figure 1, can be a multiresolution model with 
two concurrent levels, each one of which is represented by 
submodels B and C. Note that the level of decomposition 
can be arbitrary by extending the hierarchy. Similarly, 
submodels B and C can represent two different aspects of 
the same subsystem represented by model A. The sub-
model D and alternative configurations of models within A
7
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facilitate representing distinct stages of the problem. The 
simulation of a multimodel is based on the interpretation of 
the model reachability structure depicted in Figure 2. The 
structure is an and-or graph that has two types of nodes. 
The and-nodes require every descendant node to be active. 
On the other hand, only one descendant node of an or-node 
is active, while the rest are dormant. In Figure 2, the model 
S is represented as an or-node, as either A or D is active at 
any point in time during the simulation. The submodel A,
however, is an and-node, as both C and D can be active. 
The submodels B and C are or-nodes. This requires either 
B1 or B2 (basic nodes of B) to be latent within submodel 
B. Similarly, at most one of the submodels of C can be ac-
tive at any point of time.  

Figure 2: Multimodel And-Or Graph 

Definition: For every pair of nodes, their scope is the low-
est common ancestor, e.g., scope (B1, E)= S. 

Definition: A pair of nodes is orthogonal if their scope is 
an or-node.  

Definition: The configuration of a multimodel S is a 
minimal subtree CFG(S) that satisfies 

)(SCFGS

If )(SCFGA and A is an or-node then CFG(S)

contains exactly one of the submodels of A.
If )(SCFGA and A is an and-node then CFG(S)

contains all of the submodels of A.

The basic configuration is the set of  basic nodes in a con-
figuration, which uniquely identifies a multi-model con-
figuration. Simulating a multimodel requires the definition 
of its state and semantics of the transitions that facilitate 
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the generation of the its behavior. The state of a multi-
model consists of the following elements.  

CFG - A configuration with respect to the multi-
model under consideration. 
TR - History information – last visited submodel. 
CND- Assignment of all atomic conditions. 
TM – Set of all scheduled timeout events at the 
current state. 
E – The subset of atomic events. 

A transition takes place to change the configuration of a 
multimodel to switch to a new stage, insert new set of 
submodels, update the level of resolution and fidelity. A 
transition, (M1, <eventExpr, condExpr, actions>, M2), 
from model M1 to M2  is triggered or enabled when 

CFGXM .1
)..( TMXEXeventExpr

condExprCNDX .

Once a transition is enabled, its execution results in the 
change of the configuration of the multimodel. To specify 
the change, we need to introduce the semantics of a transi-
tion. Given a transition ),,,,( PACERt  at a status X,

let ),( PRscopeS . The set of nodes that are exited as a 

result of the transition is defined as 
}{)(.)( SSCFGXtEXIT . The set of nodes that depict 

the submodels that are activated is defined as 
),()( PSCFGtENTRANCE . This set of nodes refers to 

the configuration emerging from S (excluding S) and then 
including P and then expanding by initial node labels.  
When an enabled transition transforms the configuration of 
a multimodel the following steps take place.  

A new construction is created by replacing the 
source submodel M1 with the target submodel,  
M2. 
The entrance conditions associated with M1 (e.g., 
in(M1)) become false, whereas the entrance con-
ditions associated with M2 (e.g., in(M2)) become 
true. 
The events exit(M1) and enter(M2) are added to 
the new status. 
The actions specified in the transition are exe-
cuted. These actions need to address the require-
ments listed in section 4. 

Designing multimodels based on the above formalism in 
terms of communicating and interacting objects and classes 
that are customized to deal with the requirements listed in 
section 4 is a significant challenge. The next section shows  
how the principled use of a number of design patterns may 
8
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+getChild()
+runModel()
+addModel()
+removeModel()
+changeBehavior()

Model

+runModel()
+addModel()
+rmoveModel()
+getChild()

CompositeSubModel

+runModel()

SubModel

1

*

+perform()

Behavior

+run()

StateA

+run()

ConcreteStateA1

+perform()

BehaviorA

+perform()

BehaviorB

BehaviorFactory

1 *

+run()

ConcreteStateA2

1

*

+run()

ConcreteStateB1

+run()

ConcreteStateB1

+run()

StateB

1

*

Figure 3: A Partial and Preliminary Design Strategy for Multimodels 
facilitate the realization of a selected requirement with the 
above formalization in mind 

6 DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR MRMSM 

The specification formalism discussed in the previous sec-
tion requires composing objects into tree structures to rep-
resent part-whole hierarchies. Furthermore, each submodel 
needs to be treated uniformly regardless of whether it is a 
composition (e.g., multiresolution) or an individual sub-
model. Multiresolution or multistage models can be ele-
ments of a coarse granular models, which operate at multi-
ple levels of resolutions and stages themselves. Hence, it is 
critical to make sure that a multimodel simulator that uses 
the strategy discussed in section 5 ignores the differences 
between compositions of submodels and submodels or in-
dividual components. The design structure between Model,
CompositeSubModel, and Submodel aims to achieve this 
objective. Specifically, the Model defines the interface for 
objects in the composition, which realize the default be-
havior. The Submodel represent those nodes in the compo-
sition that have no children nodes. The CompositeSub 
829
model defines behavior for submodels that have multiple 
levels of resolution or aspects. 

A significant requirement as discussed in the previous 
section is to decouple MRMS  from the knowledge regard-
ing how its submodels are composed, created, and repre-
sented. The BehaviorFactory component facilitates the 
creation of families of related or dependent submodels or 
model components without explicitly specifying the con-
crete realizations. For instance, referring to Figure 1, the 
structure and behavioral representation of submodel B can 
be encapsulated within the BehaviorB component of Figure 
3. As a result, the MRMS model (i.e., Model) is independ-
ent of how submodel B is instantiated. This information is 
encapsulated within BehaviorB. That makes it possible 
configure the MRMS model with one of several submodel 
families. Furthermore, since the related set of submodels 
and their components are designed to be used together, the 
decoupling of MRMS from BehaviorB enables enforcing 
this constraint. Finally, this configuration makes it easy to 
exchange submodel families easier.  
 The existence of State components associated with 
Behavior entities aims to allow a submodel to alter its be-
havior when its internal configuration changes (i.e., sub-
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model C starts using C2 as opposed to C1 after the con-
figuration of the multimodel is updated). As a result, the 
submodel will appear to change its subcomponents. That 
is, the submodels behavior depends on the configuration of 
the multi-model, and the submodel needs to change its be-
havior at run-time depending on the new configuration. 
The consequence of this design strategy is that configura-
tion-specific behavior and partitions behavior for different 
configurations. This makes the model transition concept 
presented in section 5 explicit. 

7 MULTISIMULATION WITH MRMSM 

Multisimulation (or multisim, for short) is simulation of 
several aspects of reality in a study (Ören 2001). It in-
cludes simulation with multimodels, simulation with mul-
tiaspect models, and simulation with multistage models. 
Simulation with multimodels allows computational experi-
mentation with several aspects of reality; however, each 
aspect and the transition from one aspect to another one are 
considered separately. (In special cases, multimodels can 
be metamorphic models or evolutionary models). Simula-
tion with multiaspect models (or multiaspect simulation) 
allows computational experimentation with more than one 
aspect of reality simultaneously. This type of multisimula-
tion is a novel way to perceive and experiment with several 
aspects of reality as well as exploring conditions affecting 
transitions. While exploring the transitions, one can also 
analyze the effects of encouraging and hindering transition 
conditions. Simulation with multistage models allows 
branching of a simulation study into several simulation 
studies; each branch allowing to experiment with a new 
model under similar or novel scenarios. 

Requirement 11 – Multisimulation with multimodels, mul-
tiaspect models or multistage models needs mechanisms to 
decide when and under what conditions to replace existing 
models with a successor or alternative. 

Staging considers branching to other simulation studies in 
response to scenario or phase change during experimenta-
tion.  Graphs of model families may facilitate derivation of 
feasible sequence of models that can be invoked or staged. 
More specifically, a graph of model families can be used to 
specify alternative staging decisions. Each node in the 
graph depicts a model, whereas edges denote transition or 
switching from one model to another. Figure 4 depicts the 
components of the abstract architecture of a possible mul-
tisimulation engine.  
 A meta-simulator is a scheduler that generates staged 
composition of models by traversing the model stage graph 
and coordinates their simulation and staging within distinct 
simulation frames. Each frame simulates a distinct subset 
of models derived from the model stage graph. Note how-
ever, not all staged compositions are feasible or useful. 
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Hence, the meta-simulator needs to consult with the model 
recommender before model staging to determine if emer-
gent trigger or transition condition in the simulation is con-
sistent with the precondition of the model to be staged. 
More than one model in a family can qualify for staging; in 
such cases separate simulation frames need to be instanti-
ated to accommodate and explore plausible scenarios. 
Given a collection of models (or more generally, family of 
models), a stage graph can be generated automatically by 
an optimistic approach that connects every available node 
(model) to every other node within the domain of problem. 
The edges in a model stage graph denote plausible transi-
tions between models as the problem shifts from one stage 
to another.  

Figure 4: Components of the Multisimulation Engine 

 Model recommendation in multisimulation can simply 
be considered as the exploration of the model staging space 
that can be computed by reachability analysis of the graph. 
There are two modes for the usage: (1) Offline enumera-
tion of paths using the graph and performing a staged 
simulation of each model in sequence one after the other, 
unless a model staging operation becomes infeasible due to 
conflict between the transition condition and the precondi-
tion of the successor model and (2) run-time generation of 
potential feasible paths as the simulation unfolds. In both 
cases, an online model recommender plays a key role to 
qualify a successor model. The first case requires deriva-
tion of sequence of models using a traversal algorithm. The 
edges relate families of models. Therefore, the actual con-
crete models, the preconditions of which satisfy the transi-
tion condition need to be qualified, since transition to some 
of these model components may be infeasible due to con-
flict between a candidate model and inferred situation. 
Identifying such infeasible sequences is computationally 
intractable; otherwise, it would have been possible to de-
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termine if the conjunction of two predicates is a tautology 
by using a polynomial time algorithm.  
 Experience in component-based simulation paradigm, 
however, indicates that for most model components pre-
conditions are simple. Hence, it is possible to eliminate 
some models that violate the transition condition. For the 
remaining possible transitions it is possible to select one of 
the three strategies: (1) omit all difficult qualification con-
ditions, (2) decide on an edge by edge basis which specific 
models of a model family to include, and (3) include all 
difficult edges. Omitting all difficult associations between 
transitions and model preconditions is conservative. This 
strategy excludes all infeasible models. The cost is the ex-
clusion of some feasible edges. Hand-selecting those asso-
ciations between transition conditions and models facilitate 
inclusion of feasible models. Yet, the costs involved with 
this level of accuracy are the potential human-error and ef-
fort needed to filter out infeasible models. Choosing to in-
clude all difficult associations is liberal, in that it ensures 
inclusion of all feasible models. The cost is the inclusion of 
some infeasible models, hence the inclusion of some unde-
sirable staged compositions that enforce models to be 
simulated even when their qualification conditions are vio-
lated. Nevertheless, it is possible to screen out such models 
using an online model recommender.  
 Candidate models and associated simulations can be 
maintained by focus points. A focus point manages branch 
points in the simulation frame stack. Suppose that a goal 
instance (i.e., stage transition condition) is at the top of the 
stack. If only a single model qualifies for exploration, then 
it is pushed onto the stack. Yet, if more than one model 
matches the condition, a simulation focus point is gener-
ated to manage newly created simulation branching (dis-
continuity) points,  each one of which have their own con-
texts. When a path is exhausted, the closest focus point 
selects the next available model to instantiate the simula-
tion frame or return to the context that generated the focus 
point. As simulation games are explored, a network of fo-
cus points is generated. Determining which focus point 
should be active at any given time is the responsibility of 
the meta-scheduler. When more than one model is quali-
fied, then scheduler needs to decide which one to instanti-
ate. Control rules can inform its decision. Three steps in-
volve in deploying a new simulation frame in such cases: 
matching, activation, and preference. The matching step 
should both syntactically and semantically satisfy the re-
quest. The activation step involves running a dynamic set 
of rules that further test the applicability of models with 
respect to contextual constraints. Finally, the preference 
steps involve running a different set of rules to impose an 
activation ordering among the active frames. 
83
8 CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this paper is to (1) reiterate the rationale for 
using novel simulation modeling such as multimodels, and 
multiresolution modeling, (2) present a comprehensive 
taxonomy of multimodels, and (3) layout fundamental re-
quirements in developing simulation modeling infrastruc-
tures that enable multi-model design. The paper presented 
a set of such requirements along with preliminary design 
precepts that have potential to realize emergent challenges. 
Furthermore, a graph-based multimodel specification for-
malism is presented along with its basic syntax and seman-
tics to facilitate developing simulators for such multimod-
els. The notion of multisimulation is introduced to enable 
exploratory simulation using various types of multimodels. 
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